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ǂǂĸ∳ ᠋ ᯊ ҷ：ᖋᎱජՓϞ⋯߫ė∳᠋ᯊҷཛҎ߫
ǂǂĹᅝೳḗቅᯊҷ：Є݀খᳱ߫ė㒛⬄݀Ϟ⋯߫
　　ĺᅸ ⬎ ᯊ ҷ：ᅸ⬎ᐩᑰᠻᬓ߫ėᅸ⬎⋯Ё亢֫߫
　　Ļঢ় 䞢 ᯊ ҷ：ἴ݀Ϟ⋯߫ėЁϪཛҎ߫
　　ļ䭄 ҧ ᯊ ҷ：ජफ⌕䬱偀߫
　　Ľ㮸 ॳ ᯊ ҷ：㮸ॳ݀॓খᳱ߫ėᑇᅝᯊҷཛҎ߫
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Protection and Utilization of Cultural Resources during Festivals
－an analysis about Jidai Matsuri－
Lan WANG
In China, the protection and utilization of cultural resources increasingly becomes the focus of
attention. Festival of cultural resources is a comprehensive field. The author is doing fieldwork on Jidai
Matsuri（Festival of the Ages）which is one of Kyoto’s three big festivals in Japan, and tried to explain
the revelations made by the Japanese experience. Emphasis on the development of cultural resources
must adhere to the concept of sustainable development.
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